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BOOK REVIEW
Soetaert, Karline and Herman, Peter M.J., A Practical
Guide to Ecological Modelling Using R as a Simulation
Platform, Springer, 2009. XVI, 372 p. 125 illus.,
Hardcover, 74,85 h ISBN: 978-1-4020-8623-6.
This is the book many of us were waiting for, maybe
for longer than the time since R entered our computa-
tional toolbox. But let’s start from the beginning.
During recent years, the R dialect of the S language
has evolved to the lingua franca in statistical computing,
but R is more than a statistics system. It is a powerful
matrix oriented language, it is a modular and profes-
sional collection of graphical and statistical packages
and it is a community approach for the development
and exchange of ideas in applied statistics. Nothing
speaks against an expansion of this successful system to
other ﬁelds of scientiﬁc computing, so why not use R for
system dynamics and ecological modelling?
Several activities were seen in this direction and a few
tutorials and papers are already available on the net, but
Soetaert and Herman’s ‘‘A Practical Guide to Ecologi-
cal Modelling’’ is the ﬁrst concise and in-depth textbook
that brings modelling and computational aspects to-
gether, and that is speciﬁcally dedicated to the R
platform. The book is not an R tutorial, it is a modelling
book. Modelling is a method to answer and to ask
questions, and consequently two questions are in the
center of the introductory chapter. The ﬁrst is ‘‘what is a
model’’ and the second, ‘‘why do we need models’’. I
found that this chapter is a must-read for everyone in
ecology. It provides a view on modelling that deﬁnitely
helps to overcome many sorts of misunderstanding
between modellers and skepticists and also a guide to
answer a third question: which kind of models do we
need to improve systems understanding.
Chapter two (Model formulation) starts almost
directly with practice, while seamlessly introducing
general concepts like mass balances, dimensional
analysis, rate limitation or functional response types.
I very much enjoyed the WORKER concept and I
believe that readers will be prepared for their ﬁrst own
modelling experience with R at the end of this chapter.
Chapter three, dealing with spatial components and
transport is surely more sophisticated, however the
anxious reader should be aware that other modelling
books either missed these topics or their description is
even more challenging, so this is one of the many
strengths of this book to cover this gap as well. In fact, I
never read an introduction about 1D, 2D and to a
certain extent even 3D transport equations in such
straightforward and reproducible style. Moreover, the R
examples at the end of the chapter help to prove
understanding and make it possible to make own
experiments and to get a feeling of success. Like most
of the other chapters, chapter 3 focuses on differential
equations, but it is compelling, how alternative ap-
proaches like random walk and cellular automata are
naturally integrated.
The very brief chapter 4 describes how to obtain
parameter values from experiments, literature searches
and calibration. It provides only a spotlight on selected
techniques, but I concede that this is okay, because
modellers should concentrate on the structure ﬁrst
and the details of model ﬁtting are beyond the scope
of this book.
Having gathered ﬁrst experiences with the way how
models are built, the reader now learns how models are
solved resp. simulated. Chapter 5 offers the biologist
some basic impression about the existence of analytical
methods before chapter 6 concentrates on numerical
solutions. After this, chapters 7 and 8 which focus on
stability, steady state and equilibrium processes extend
the modellers toolbox with more advanced tools by ﬁrst
introducing the general concepts and then demonstrat-
ing dynamic properties of ecological models by using
classical examples.
Surprisingly, chapter 9 ‘‘Discrete time models’’
follows rather late, but similar to chapter 3, I am
impressed how didactically convincing the basics of
dynamic matrix models and their dynamic properties are
integrated here. Chapter 10, dynamic programming, can
be seen as an outlook. It adds the aspect of evolutionary
systems and it leaves the reader with the concepts of how
much more dynamic modelling is than what ﬁts into 372
pages. The penultimate chapter ‘‘Testing and validating
the model’’ is rather short, but similar to chapter 4, the
most important techniques are mentioned and some
others were already covered in other chapters.
In contrast to scientiﬁc papers and monographs,
references to the literature are rather sparse and
sometimes painfully missing, but this is certainly under-
standable in the interest of readability and space.
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Chapter 12 ﬁlls this gap and adds a selection of the most
important ones, and in addition, internet search engines
may be consulted to avoid bias. Further reading is
highly recommended, especially as the appendix cannot
ﬁll all what is necessary to become a good modeller.
To return to my ﬁrst sentence, yes, this is the book I
was waiting for. It exceeds my expectations and it is very
practical with an optimal mix of theoretical and
numerical topics. It is of particular use for aquatic
ecologists, and deﬁnitely worth to be considered by
ecologists from other ﬁelds. A small price that was paid
for rapid publication are a few type setting ﬂaws and the
not so exemplary code formatting. Some of the code is
actually not usable if typed into R as given in the book,
so the reader needs to have some R background to
correct the code (e.g. due to missing line breaks). This
issue needs to be solved in the next edition, and in the
meantime the reader is encouraged to download the
R-examples from the book website. Compared to
others, this book is less comprehensive in describing
theoretical concepts, but it is much easier to understand
for people with practical interests and it is more efﬁcient
for people with limited time.
The R examples presented cover a broad range. While
some of them start from a beginners level, others require
a little more background and explanations, not included
in the book. This is not a problem for supervised courses
or for experienced ‘‘R people’’, but it can be a hurdle for
R novices. Instructors ﬁnd a tremendous fund of ideas
for developing lab exercises and student projects. For
scientists, the book shows a way how to make their own
work reproducible. The code snippets and the accom-
panying software (the numerical packages deSolve and
rootSolve and also the graphics packages shape and
diagram) deliver basic and advanced numerical methods
to the hands of the ecologist and greatly extend
possibilities to build dynamic models in R. One point I
very much enjoyed is the link between ecological,
chemical and hydrophysical topics. I am not aware of
any other book that brings these together in such a
concise and understandable way. I completely agree with
the authors that ‘‘this book is written for young
researchers who want to get more out of their data than
just description’’ and I warmly recommend it for all, who
are young in mind. It helps to democratise modelling
knowledge and provides a highly efﬁcient method to
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